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The Development of Islamic Spirituality 
in Indonesia

Sri Mulyati

Abstraksi: Artikel ini menggambarkan perkembangan spiritualitas Islam di Indonesia dan, secara 

kekuatan dan kelemahannya. Diasumsikan bahwa kelebihan dan kelemahannya jika diperbandingkan 
dengan mancanegara ternyata mengalami hal sama. Lebih jauh artikel ini menjelaskan salah satu 
dari gerakan tarekat yang memainkan peran penting di Indonesia, yakni T  

Jawa Barat. Dengan memahami kondisi keagamaan mutakhir, dapat 

Katakunci: 

Abstract: 

religious movements, as well its social, cultural, educational and political roles in Islamic society. 

considered, as well its weaknesses as its strengths, and comparing this with the situation outside 

still plays an important role in Indonesia, namely the T
Java. In addition, considering the current religious climate in the country, we may perhaps draw 
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Introduction
Islam, from its arrival in Indonesia in 

the thirteenth century (or the seventh century 

It certainly received a warm welcome from 
the people there, for it appears from what we 
know that the spread of Islam throughout the 
archipelago was made possible by the great 

as reports of the activities of the nine saints 
(walisongo
century, all of them helping to disseminate 
Islam, even in Sumatra Marco Polo found in 

1 
t a discovered that there 

had already long been an Islamic kingdom in 
Samudra 2 
In Indonesia the type of approach adopted 

has found the soil there fertile to its growth. 
However, the progress of Islamic mysticism 

to the distractions of worldly life, to say 

1 Deny Lombard, “Les tarékat en Insulinde,” in 
, in A. Popovic & 

G. Veinstein (ed.) (Paris: Ecole des Hautes Etudes en 

2 Ross E. Dunn, t
th  (California: 
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will discuss the development of Islamic 

teachings, its objectives and its part in the 
current Islamic religious movements, as well 
its social, cultural, educational and political 
roles in Islamic society. It also looks at the 
challenge and its future in Indonesia. Then, I 
will consider the progress achieved until now 

comparing this with the situation outside the 
country, and assuming that in the case of 
Indonesia, such weaknesses and strengths 
might be relatively the same. Furthermore, 

in Indonesia, namely the T
 in west Java. In addition, 

considering the current religious climate 
in the country, we may perhaps draw some 

Indonesia. 
 

Discussion 

was more a type of individual  
(struggle) which applied also to 
(jurists),  commentators) 
and others. 

adapt to the principles of belief and the pattern 
of ordinary religious practices performed by 
ordinary people ( ) However, to deny 

Some western scholars have claimed 

themselves with numerous reservations, and 
suggest that in any event subsequent events 

 In the 

 Hamid Algar mentions the work of A.J. Arberry, 

Islamic world itself, various misconceptions 

 
on the body of Islam, as it is regarded by 
the Wahh s and the continue to 

orders throughout the Islamic world until the 
present time however, serves as a witness 

era, indicates an organic relationship with the 
social, spiritual and intellectual life of the 
whole Muslim community, assuring it a large 
measure of unity, continuity, and vitality.

lands in the eighth century until its golden 

by individual interpretations such as those of 
H
later grew into tariqas (Arab: T ) which 
had their own versions of  etc. 
However, the tariqas are like lines which 

to the center. These lines are numerous; 

imagine the wheel of the bicycle.  The center 
itself is the  and the Sunna 

ah a. The tariqa and  unite to 

school (madhhab) in terms of Islamic law; 
it is a path or a way which brings people to 
absolute truth, the tawh .

In the history of Islamic thought, there 
have been two tendencies in the observation 

observe outward rules ( ); and second, 
the tendency to observe inner rules. There has 
been a long dispute concerning this matter, 
marked by mutual accusations of deviation 

 (London: 

Studia Islamica,
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from the faith and going astray; one thinker 

successful in integrating  and tariqa. 
The principle of balance ( ) that is 

maintained; any deviation from this principle 
will result in sin, for this goes against the 
rules which govern nature. If human beings 
may be said to be microcosms then they must 
observe the principle of balance in everything, 
including their spiritual life (see 
Ah ammad has 

companions, and then later followed by the 

which have absolute legal force; the rest of 
the verses need to be interpreted according 
to various details of situation and time. 
Since human beings tend to interpret things 
differently, various interpretations therefore 

pretation that suits the occasion. Hence the 
interpretation of Islam can be applied and 
employed in any place and any time. The 
basic Islamic teachings are universal while 
their interpretation and implementation is 
local.

as possible to God, even to unite with Him 
(ittih ) Since God is immaterial and holy, 
the only element of a human being that could 
approach Him is the soul, hence the human 
soul should be pure. Purifying the soul (heart) 
is accomplished through worship; to be near 

(t
consisting of stages ( ) as well as 
certain conditions (ah ) As in philosophy, 

heart ( ) as a means to seek God.
Ibn Taymiyya believed that tas  

 towards 

Allah. He found references to dhikr 
 

dhikr
in reciting Allah ( ), whereas the 
dhikr recommended by Ibn Taymiyya, meant 
reciting  dhikr that consists 
in reciting ‘a single name,’ or is 
not recommended.  

The teachings of tariqas which integrated 

 (legitimate), while those which 
did not integrate well were regarded as 

. In the Indonesian case, 

was founded by the Nahdlatul Ulama 

T  which has established 
its branches throughout Indonesia. At their 

as members and considered as providing 
a link to the Prophet Muhammad, peace be 
upon him.  

 
Current Islamic Religious Movements

In the nineteenth century Islamic religious 

those advocating salvation through return 

the divinely-sent leader (or guide) as seen 

 Djohan Effendi (ed.), 
Agama, 112. See also Must Ibn Taymiyya 
wa Tas
Perhaps what he means by  is reciting God’s 
names ( )

 Idaroh ‘Aliyyah, 
Nahdliyyah
gathered at a national congress ( ) in Pondok 
Pesantren Futuhiyya, Mranggen, Demak, Central Java 

also Idaroh ‘Aliyyah, 
 (Semarang: 
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through ecstasy and loss of self-volition, 

leader), characteristic of the tariqa revival. 

varied from the hostility of Muhammad ibn 
; the 

‘  movement, i.e. Muhammad ‘Abduh 

and Mustafa Kemal in Turkey who banned 
 In Indonesia 

these days we observe some prominent 

Sabili
 Journal,10 Muhammadiyyah, Persatuan 

Islam etc.

The Roles of Indonesian Society

tariqas were residents of the palace; later, 
however, the common people joined in 
greater numbers. Tariqas were viewed as a 
source of spiritual power at the same time as 
legitimating and empowering the position of 
the king. It is understandable however that 
the kings should have been reluctant to let the 
people encouraging people to have access to 
the same supernatural power.11

 J. Spencer Trimingham, The 
Islam
As a matter of fact the term  according to Shaykh 
Muhammad Hisham Kabbani, has been misused and 
ahistorical, because the term  or  that is 

of the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) and dealing with the 

See Shaykh Muhammad Hisham Kabbani, Encyclopedia 
 vol. 1 (Mountain View: As-Sunna 

10 Michael Laffan, “Crisis and Representation: 
Salafy and 

11

Sultanate,” Archipel

tariqas attracted followers from all over 
Indonesia. People who came back from Mecca 
and Medina disseminated the   
order, which was sometimes integrated with 
the  or Khalwatiyya.

Indonesian Muslims were by no means 
homogeneous, yet while the community 

same time. The main cause of a person’s 

family link, and what kept him/her there were 

derived from that relationship. You were, 
so to speak, born a Muslim, a secularist, or 
a 

the orders was many sided but the religious 

fact, represented the religion of the ordinary 
people. Participation in its ritual ministered to 
the individual‘s need to oppose or transcend 
society, raising him/her temporarily into 

The legalistic approach to religion has 
little to offer people’s deeper needs. The 

more than a spiritual function, and it was 

the ordinary man the inner aspect of Islam. 

formal Islam, always held open the way for 

in the legal religious set-up. Women could be 
enrolled as associates, and could be appointed 

secondary to the religious one, was so 
important that no study on Islamic society, 

Kitab Kuning Pesantren dan Tarekat 
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and particularly that of Indonesia, ought to 
ignore them. In traditional life, religion was 

orders, binding together individuals with a 
supernatural bond, were themselves a social 
power. Orders came to be associated in 
various ways with different strata of society. 

and a venerated shaykh could voice the 
people’s grievances and condemn tyranny 
and oppression. They assisted the poor, and 
ministered to the sick and travelers.

Cultural and Educational Role

Muslim lands is evident. The loss to Islamic 
thought and poetry, supposing the absence of 

vast and rich tradition of poetry and music, not 
merely in educated and sophisticated circles 
in Persia or in Anatolia but in simpler spheres 

acted as a bridge between the intellectualism 
of the high mystical reaches and the poetry of 
popular devotion.

showed that a great number of nineteenth 

pesantrens
Schools), such as Ih  of al-

 
and n, ikam of Ibn 
At  of 

Muh

12 
At the same time it is a well known 

fact that the aliran kebatinan (Javanese 
mysticism) and other religious beliefs which 

beliefs of the people. And given the fact 

12 Karel A. Steenbrink, Beberapa Aspek tentang 

might be the religious tendency which will 

Political Role

breakup of the Muslim world into Arabic, 
Turkish and Persian speaking regions. They 

of change and political uncertainty. They 

political power, revolting against established 
authority, and sometimes actually succeeding 
in founding a dynasty. The most remarkable 

led to the foundation of the Safavid dynasty 
in Persia. It was especially in the nineteenth 
century that the orders were in the forefront 

colonialist powers. This may be seen in the case 
of Indonesia, where the T  
actively opposed the Dutch in Palembang 

The T  

there is also a strong  presence, 

presence by the  order. In addition, 
the San siyya in the late nineteenth century 
inspired the Acehnese war against the Dutch 

Indonesia, we may observe the establishment 
of a political party named Partai Politik 

and that the initials then stood for Persatuan 
Pembela  (Union of Defenders 
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of the Islamic T
 

a Sumatran was elected to the 
national parliament as the sole representative 
of the tariqa political party.

 
seen in the development of the tariqa, which 

1. The level of the 
where the shaykh leads his disciples in 
their devotions. They perform spiritual 

entered its golden age.
2. The stage of the tariqa, which occurred 

teachings, rules and methods had been 
developed. The silsila of each tariqa was 
declared and there was developed a new, 

this stage.
T

century. At that time the teachings and 
rules were being transmitted from the 
teacher to his disciples. The cult of 
shaykhs was a common feature, and at 

grass roots level.
The tariqas became great communities, 

comprising all strata of society, offering 
something to the educated and uneducated 
alike, tolerating a wide range of folk practices, 

of spirituality. The  offered lodging to 
travelers, medical treatment for the sick and 
help for the poor. For the period between the 
twelfth and nineteenth centuries it is hardly 
possible to write on any aspect of religion 
and society in the Islamic world without 

Der Islam

reference to the tariqas, yet it is precisely 
this period that has been most neglected by 
modern scholars.  Until the beginning of the 
20th century the tariqas still played a great 
role in Islamic society, where the orientation 

In spite of their political vitality it is not 

reduced to a minimum after the appearance of 
reformist movements inaugurated by people 

ammad 

Kemal Ataturk who believed that the tariqa 
was one of the factors that contributed to 
the weakness of the Muslims. The opposite, 
however, may be the case in our own time, 

various complicated social problems. One 
might say that to face these we need to 

its inward elements and noble attitude could 
play an important role. However, it should be 

neglect of worldly concerns.

need for spiritual and moral values in the 
challenging times of today and the positive 
value given by tasauf maybe seen as a means 
toward educating a community as to its 
moral responsibilities. On the other hand, 

a boomerang that would weaken the critical 
faculties of a Muslim, thus causing stagnation 
and setting back Muslims’ progress. Even 

interested in the knowledge of  that 
can be learned from books. They prefer mainly 
the knowledge gained through  and 
laduniyya. The knowledge of the ladunn
regarded as greater than that of the .

 A.H. Johns, “T The Encyclopedia 

, Ih
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is seen as weakening Muslims and leading 
them to innovation ( ), superstition 
(  and imagination (takhayyul.) At 

were devoted to practices such as wird and 
dhikr, whereas religious revivalism tended to 

abandonment of mystical beliefs.
The late nineteenth and early twentieth 

century saw the orders attacked on all sides, 
but it was not this which made the difference 
from past time. Attackers had never been 
wanting; their beliefs had been refuted, 
their practices condemned, their dervishes 

their popularity to the slightest degree. 
What we have seen in our time has been a 
process of erosion set in motion through the 

with consequent changes in the social order 

orders that in many parts of the Arab world 
in particular and other Islamic countries in 
general, they have declined.

Reform took the form of struggle against 
(innovations) and reinforcement of the 

Sunna. So it had been with Muhammad ibn 

aroused the opposition of the 
towards the end of the century, the  
movement ascribed the stagnation of Muslim 
lands to the corruption of life through , 
and stressed that reformation could only 
come through the elimination of aberrations 

Sunna.  The  
movement, associated with Muhammad 

every aspect of the orders as degenerate and 

 Trimingham, The 
Ih

 
Attacks from  and secular autho-

rity have been persistent, albeit intermittent, 

though in practice a parallelism of religious 
authority was admitted; but in the past these 
attacks had never done more than lead to 

the suppression of particular orders. They 
never affected their position in the life of 
Muslim communities, since they ministered 

We have seen that the virtual disappearance 
of the orders in many lands by the middle of 
the twentieth century did not come through 

changing outlook that made the attacks of the 
critics, , modernists, and new men, 
more effective and enabled them to enlist the 
aid of authority.  

of Mustafa Kemal brought about their 

has been taking place less spectacularly 
in other countries through the process of 

former religious ways.
To begin with there was the spread of 

ideas of Islamic reform; return to the purity of 
primitive Islam, condemnation of innovations, 
and the struggle against superstitions became 
watchwords. The orders were particularly 
susceptible to this form of attack, for they 

 A distinction must be made between those 
castigating the orders as enemies of progress and the 

Inna 

 J.W. McPherson’s account in 
Egypt
and the effect of governmental restrictions upon mawlid 
festivals.
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and especially of the adoption of the principle 
of heredity in holiness. Formerly, legal 

in their establishments, but during the last 
hundred years those seeking Islamic learning 

as the Azhar or . This broke the 

meant that the content of studies became 
formal and unilluminated and that the orders 
lost the support of many of the  class.20

who felt that Islam must be ready to relate 
itself to the new world into which they were 
being drawn, were even more opposed to the 

lines, even though they may have thought it 
a waste of time, but the form it had taken, 

a different matter, and they held the orders 
responsible for the stagnation that had 
overtaken life in Muslim countries. They 
sought to discredit the shaykhs, not merely 

20 Trimingham, The 
See also W. Cantwell Smith,  

points out that many nineteenth-century reformers had 

Egyptian  Muh
Muhammad Ahmad, the philosopher of the Ataturk 

Iqbal. Light is thrown upon this aspect of the lives of 

beyond intellectual bounds, since his relationship to 
tawajjuh or a 

professes openly and what one divulges to the adept. So 
pervasive was 

reacted against their shaykh and mode of worship, and 
discarded the whole system, even though their thought 

Today, in the modern world, children grow up without 

on this account, but also because they were 
particularists, limited, unenthusiastic about 
burning issues like nationalism, and were too 
attached to clan, family, and local traditions.

term the process of change from a social 
and cultural system informed through-
out by religion, to an order in which the 
spheres of life, science and art, political and 
economic activities, society and culture, and 
also morality and religion itself, became 
autonomous spheres. This movement of 
change was largely unconscious, unnoticed, 

vehicles, not the substance, of the mystic life, 
and as the urge to the mystic life weakened so 
did the orders.

decline of the Islamic religious sciences i.e., 

law. Today, opposed by the , by the 
-type of fundamentalist reformers, and 

undermined by changes taking place in the 
whole social and religious climate, the  
orders are in decline everywhere.21 

narrow its religious aspects and moral values. 
An attitude that does not distinguish between 

(lawful) and  (unlawful) has 
already become a style of life in the society. 
The development of modern thinking which 

of sin, which is sometimes full of temptation. 
Crime, drug addiction, corruption and 
violence, and the disappearance of moral 
values in the community are phenomena of 
the decline of this awareness. Hence we notice 
perhaps the appearance of counter culture 

21 Trimingham, The 
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The appearance of young artists and 
poets among Indonesian Muslims who are 

has surprised an Australian professor, who 
sees it as an unusual phenomenon, since 
such enthusiasm, when allowed to develop 
without the reformation of the teaching of 

 and 
. That is why Prof. Hamka suggests that 

because this approach will help it adjust to 
the spirit of modern times. Others call for a 

of religion, which is ih . Ih  means that 
“you worship God, as if you see Him, and 
when you do not see Him, indeed He sees 
you.”

Though the orders can never regain their 

peasants, artisans, and intellectuals who 
need the type of spiritual solace they offer, 
or are ready to seek in them a way of escape 

modern world, as their ancestors found in 
them a counterbalance to the ordinary man’s 
political, economic, and religious impotence. 
Secular institutions and a modern outlook do 
not satisfy a minority, who feel the need to 
maintain spiritual values.

Sociologically speaking, we have seen 
religion displaced, or reduced from being the 
regulative principle behind life, sustaining 
and molding society, to become one 
among many aspects of social life, though 
receiving special recognition as a factor 
of differentiation within the universalism 
of secular culture. At the same time, Islam 
continues to be the guiding principle in the 
personal lives of vast numbers of people, and 

spiritual values through the special linkage 
and relationship with the spiritual world that 

the tariqa represents.22

In modern Indonesia, Hamka, according 

in Indonesia. He appreciates the role that it 
can play in the implementation of an esoteric 
Islam. It can dispense with the practice of 

 while still being actively involved in 
society. Once in a while however the practice 
of  could be recommended as a means of 
refreshing one’s mind and as a starting point 
to perform more good deeds.

 Ibn 

emphasis on moral motive and the application 
the methods of dhikr and  or 
spiritual concentration on God. The objective 

as those in  doctrine. The purpose is to 
strengthen belief in the true  and assist 

the re-birth of  activities and a positive 
attitude towards the world.

they accept the 

( ); indeed both Ibn Taymiyya and Ibn 

. The legitimacy of  is 

22 Trimingham, The 

Lama: Masalah Kontinuitas dan Perkembangan dalam 
Esoterisme Islam,” in Djohan Effendi (ed.), 

112. In fact the practice of  or even zuhd
only a pre-condition or a stage, not an end, therefore this 
does not mean denying being active in social life. 

Islam (Chicago: The University 

 In fact this attitude has been performed since 
the Prophet’s lifetime, followed by his Companions and 
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of the heart to an unlimited degree. 

Spiritualism’ ( ) 
as well, which features certain signs of 
spiritualism ( ):
1. Reciting and contemplating the meaning 

2. Reciting and studying the meaning of 
prophet’s presence through Sunna and 
his  (biography.)

people such as  and Muslims who 
perform zuhd.

and behavior.

these are portrayed in the  and 
Sunna n (belief.)

Sunna tahajjud.
In the 

one might consider the case of the tariqa 
, which 

through the efforts of its most dynamic 
branch in Suryalaya, has gained a lot of 
attention from the mass media for its system 
of curing young drug addicts. Abah Anom, 
the head of the tariqa’s pesantren there, has 
developed a system for curing drug abusers 
through dhikr. This system was developed 
as a result of his belief in the practical 

that dhikr Allah contains enlightenments, 
special characteristics and secrets which help 
to cure the hearts of Muslim believers. This 
belief is based on God’s saying, “Remember 
me, I’ll remember you. When you remember 
your God, the curtain of heedlessness will be 
removed from you, you will be the  
(and you) will be remembered, the one who 
is thankful (and you) will be thanked.”  

 

 al-S
T

Whatever the reason for the success and 
dhikr in Pesantren Suryalaya, the 

results are beyond question, as is demonstrated 
by the large numbers of those who have been 
cured of their dependency.

and practices discussed in the above, we can 

tradition is being maintained, and that this 
will never be lost. The Path, in our age as in 
the past, is for the few who are prepared to 
pay the price, but the vision of the few who, 
following the way of personal encounter and 
commitment, escape from Time to know 
re-creation, remains vital for the spiritual 
welfare of mankind.

Conclusion
From our discussion above we may 

personal need for a link to the creator as the 
beloved. This attitude would be better if it 
could be manifested towards God’s creatures 
as well, both to human beings and nature. 
Individual piety should not be separated from 
social piety and environmental piety. 

and misunderstandings have colored society, 
the spirit of love needs to be fostered in the 

relationships with human beings and their 

(Tasikmalaya: 

Dari Pondok Pesantren 

T

T

 Trimingham, The 
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in life that are caused by materialism and 
hedonism, this world that is full of pollution 
and lacks resources, can all be solved by 
changing pessimism into optimism, worry 

spiritual potential to avoid the absolutism 
that enslaves people. Perhaps those seeking 
to develop their religious life should turn 

future of religion.

of psychiatry. This remains to be seen in many 
parts of the Islamic world, but the potential 

success and yet at the same time is perhaps 
too early to say that it is in decline because 
the general trend in the Muslim world since 
the nineteenth century, in which people try 

human life and develop their nation for the 

only, seems to ignore its importance. In fact 

life for human beings without rejecting the 
be quite realistic without 

being materialistic.




